
What if Science could only survive through    
Popular Science?

Science loses its value because less and less people understand it.
How can the scientifi c community work against this threat? 

Join us on our journey through the rabbit hole. To a world, in which scientists 
merge into popular scientists.

Tuesday, 8. November 2016, 7 pm

INI (Irchel Y55), Winterthurerstrasse 190, 8057 Zürich

Reatching into 
the Rabbit Hole



What if we applied insights 
from neuroscience to the 
democratic discourse?

Input by Valeria /Jannes

• Filter bubbles and shit storms
• Analogy between brain and social networks
• Parallels in network disfunction?



Eli Pariser — on Filter Bubbles: 
“Personalization filters serve a kind of invisible autopropaganda, indoctrinating us with our own ideas [and] 
amplifying our desire for things that are familiar.”

There is evidence for and against the Filter Bubble hypothesis [Flaxman et al., 2016]. 



Shit storms — The Justine Sacco incident



Shit storms and Filter Bubbles are social network effects

Eli Pariser:  
“Democracy requires a reliance on 
shared facts; instead we’re being offered 
parallel but separate universes.”

Democracy relies on freedom of 
speech. The fear of public shaming 
hinders the execution of this right.

• One to many connections
• Long range transmission
• Low communication cost
• Self selection of ‘positive’ links

You



Analogy between 
brain and social network



Social network

1.6b FB users, 3-4 intermediaries [Facebook research]



100b neurons, 3-4 intermediaries

Neuronal network



Neuron (brain cell)



Neuron (brain cell)



Neuron (brain cell)



Neuron (brain cell)



Neuron (brain cell)



Human (network member)



Human (network member)



Human (network member)



Human (network member)

Climate 
change? 

Fake news!



Parallels in network disfunction?



Butterfly cancer

Entire network 
interrupted 
Hemispheres separated 

Problems with speaking 
Sensory problems 
Epilepsy 



Butterfly cancer ~ Filter Bubbles?
Large scale connectivity loss



Epilepsy

Epileptic seizure: 

Large number of 
neuron 
synchronize

Loss of 
consciousness



Epilepsy ~ shit storm?

Entire network synchronised, loss of function



Neurotransmission

Excitation 
Inhibition

Receptors



Too much excitation 
Too few inhibition

Receptors

Epilepsy treatment — medication

Stop release

Block receptors

Stop activation 
upstream



Time for your ideas!



Question the analogy 

Q1: Are Filter Bubbles as harmful for the democratic discourse as 
butterfly cancer for the brain? 

Q2: Are Shit Storms as harmful for the democratic discourse as epilepsy 
for the patient? 

Draft a solution 

Q3: Create a neuroscience inspired solution to overcome Filter Bubbles! 

Q4: Create a neuroscience inspired solution to overcome Shit Storms!



• There’s no NO 
• The crazier the better!

Brainstorming 7min



• There’s no NO 
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• Don’t be perfectionist

Cluster ideas 5min



• Pick your favourite solution / cluster 
• Prepare for 2min presentation 
• Be visual! 

Sketch your solution 15min



Presentation time 
(2min)



Thank you!



Shit storms — The Justine Sacco incident

• 170 followers
• Intended to "mimic—

and mock what an actual 
racist, ignorant person 
would say.”

• During an11 hour flight, 
twitter trend Nr. 1

• #HasJustineLandedYet: 
“We are about to watch 
this @JustineSacco bitch 
get fired. In REAL time. 
Before she even 
KNOWS she’s getting 
fired.”



Shit storms


